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Governing Board Communication  Agenda Item C-1 

TO: MERA Governing Board 

FROM: Todd Williams - Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: MERA System Operations Update April 2023 

MERA April System Maintenance Report (Prior Month March Reporting) 

December 2022, the Telecommunications Division provided the following 

support to MERA:  

Forbes MERA Mountain Top Site– Intermittent to no signal coverage via 

channel 7 in the vicinity of the Ross and Fairfax areas effecting the East 

simulcast network (Issued solved via replacement of controller board.  

o On 3/17 Fairfax PD and multiple other local agencies experienced

interment receive audio signal lose. Local users were asked to

create/document via log recordings patterns of inoperability in efforts

to narrow down root cause of signal degradation.

o The following Friday night and Saturday these concerns escalated via

more agencies i.e., Ross Valley, Fairfax, and surrounding areas

experienced the same vulnerabilities.

o A Radio Shop On Call Senior technician along with multiple other off

duty technicians jump into action via collaborative efforts to determine

or mitigate signal degradation by narrowing down root causes of

deficiencies. It was determined that a failed channel 7 on the East

simulcast MERA network was the cooperate of these vulnerabilities.

o Upon disabling this failed channel 7, system checks were performed and

confirmed no further issues or concerns for a temporary fix across the

weekend. Overlapping redundant channel coverage did provide some ease of

mind across the weekend until a more permanent fix could be implemented

the following workday.

o The following Monday investigation continued to narrow down the exact

location of the vulnerabilities i.e., the Forbes Mountain top controller

board (part was immediately replaced for a permanent solution).

o More thorough system checks continued after replacing deficient parts

with no further issues or concerns.
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Tiburon MERA Mountain Top Site– Intermittent to no signal coverage via 

channel 3 effecting Southern Marin Fire (Issued solved with replacement of 

controller board.  

o Oddly and more alarming 2 days later we experienced the same exact

issues at the Tiburon MERA Mountain top site but now effecting the

Southern Marin areas.

o The exact trouble shooting procedures was performed again to mitigate

and correct yet these new vulnerabilities the same positive results.

o These where extremely rear occurrences as the Radio Shop had only

experienced such failures once within the last decade.

o Unfortunately, replacement parts remain in short demand prompting MERA

Executive leadership to purchase the last 8 remaining spared controller

boards in the entire vendor stockpile. Of course, these efforts gave the

Radio Shop more peace of mind and a sense of security moving into an

already delayed Next Gen overhaul.
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